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The film was directed in various parts of India, such as Jaipur, Jaisalmer and Mumbai. The film takes place in a modern millier with a traditional Indian background and values. It revolves around three friends and their families. Mansouf Patel is an NRI business tycoon medding with his British wife Lisa and daughter Rumsum in London, UK. Patels live in the United Kingdom, but
have not forgotten about their Indian tradition and values. Mansuch's younger brother, Rashmikant lives in Mumbai with his daughter Suhani. Having lost his wife Reha early in life, Rasmikant is a protective father and indulges Suhani with all her demands, and so does his mother Safyth. A childhood friend of Rasmikant's, Vilulus is also his business partner. He lives with his wife,
Laxmi, and son, Swagat. Suhani and Swahat were childhood sweethearts. Suhani is an open girl, and Svagat is more depressed by nature. It also plays an important role in Suhani's life. Swagat bowls simplicity of Rumsum, clean ... Summary of graphics | Add Certificate Synopsis: See All Certificates » Parent Guide: Add Content Advisory for Parents » This article needs additional
citations to verify. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. Unsyming materials can be appealed and seized. Find Sources: Bezubaan Ishk – News · newspapers · books · scientist · JSTOR (July 2015) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) Bezubaan IsqDirekt Yushwanth Gangani Produced by Jashwant GanganiC.J.GadaraDinesh
LikhiyaWritten by Jashwant GanganiplayScreen byJashwant GanganiSanjay V. ShahStarringMugdha GodseSneha UllalNishant MalkaniMusic byRupesh VermaBabli HaqueCinematographyS.Kuumar BhagatEdited byParesh Y. ManjrekarProductioncompany Gangani Motion PicturesRepture July 3, 2015 (2015-07-03) Duration of work130 minutes[1] CountryIndiaLanguahehindi
Bezubaan Ishk (transl. Spotless Love) - romantic film 2015 Hindi directed by Jaswant Gangani and produced by C.J. Gadara and Dinesh Likhia. The film stars Mugda Gods, Sneha Ullah and Nishant as presenters. Music directors Babli Hake and Rupeesh Verma comeded the music for the film. The film was released on July 3, 2015. [2] Synopsis Film was shot in various parts of
India, such as Jaipur, Jaisalmer and Mumbai. The film takes place in a modern millier with a traditional Indian background and values. It revolves around three friends and their respective families. Mansouf Patel is an NRI business tycoon medding with his British wife Lisa and daughter Rumsum in London, UK. Patels live in the United Kingdom, but have not forgotten about their
Indian tradition and values. Mansuch's younger brother, Rashmikant lives in Mumbai with his daughter Suhani. Having lost his wife Reha early in life, Rasmikant is a protective father and indulges Suhani with all her demands, and so does his mother Safyth. A childhood friend of Rasmikant's, Vilulus is also his business partner. He lives with his wife, Laxmi, and son, Swagat.
Suhani and Svagat were childhood sweethearts. Suhani is bindaas, open girl. Swagat is more depressed in nature. Svagat plays an important role in Suhani's life. Swagat bowls simplicity, pure innocence, beauty and its nature. While Suhani is madly in love with Svagat. Will Swahat marry Suhani and live happily ever after, or will he find true love in Rumsum? Bezubaan Ishk
Jashwan Gangani unravels a beautiful story of spotless love and sacrifice by pure characters from real life. Casting Mugdha Gods' character, Suhani is an electrifying individual. It is full of life, spoiled rat, and can be very aggressive when it comes to love and friendship. She loves her friend very much. Introducing Nishant as a little boy, he plays the role of Matchgate. His modern
views with traditional values are what will blow your mind. In the film, he is shown as the son of a business tycoon and Suhani's best friend. Sneha Ullaul, plays the role of Rumsum, a kind and innocent girl who is also a cousin of Suhani from London. Actor Mugda Gods as Suhani Sneha Ullah as Rumsum Nishan Malkani as Swagat Darshan Jariwala as Rashmikan Patel Farida
Jalal as Safyti Sachin Hedekar as Mansuch Patel Mooney Jha as Vipul Shah Smitha Jaikar as Laxmi Shah Alexandra Ashman Lyse Panjitu Soniya Mehta as Ananya Rittesz Mobig as Pintu Akshita Sethi as Jassi Aru Krishanesh Verma as Parbat Devendra Pandit Sanjay Patel Rakesh Pujara Abijeet Ajay Sharma Hitesh Raual Nares Patel Yasmin Deliken Dr. Rahul Sharma Gautam
Shrvastav Saloni Soundtrack Bezubaan IshqSoundtrack album Babli Haque &amp; Rupesh VermaReleased4 June 2015 (2015-June-04)[3] GenreFeature soundtrack for the filmLength42:09LanguageHindiLabelSony Music India Music India Music for the film is written by Rupesh Verma &amp; Babli Haque. The soundtrack for the film consists of 7 songs and lyrics that penned
Jashwant Gangani & Prashant Ingole (Har Lamha Kar Party) and audio CD was released by Sony Music India. [4] No.TitleLyricsMusicSinger(s)Length1. Bezubaan Ishk Jashwan GanganiRupesh VermaJaved Ali &amp; Arpita Chakraborty6:062. Anhon Main Basa Lunga Mohit ChauhanRupes VermaMohit Chauhan & Parineta4:393. Har Lamha Kar party Prashant IngolBabli
HaqueSalmali Holgade4:194. Teri MasumiatJasvant GanganiRupesh VermaAltamash Faridi5:085. Teri Mary Anahi Dastan Jaswant GanganiRupesh VermaMohit Chauhan & Shreya Gogoshall6:136. Dil Parinda Jashwant GanganiRupesh Vermatoche Reina & Anita Bhat5:097. Bhor BhaioJasvant GanganiRupesh VermaOsman Mir5:078. Dil Parinda (Unplugged)Jashwant
GanganiRupesh VermaTochi Raina5:09 Fatal length:42:09 Critical reception by Troy Ribeiro from NDTV gave the film a rating of 0.5 out of 5 and said that Bezubaan Yszk lacked novelty and offers nothing spectacular. The plot, sewn with numerous songs, seems forced and situations confusing. Rediff's Paloma Sharma gave the film a score of 0.5 out of 5 and said that Bezubaan
Ishk is pure drive. Renuka Viavakhare of The Times of India the creators of the film to make a film for a story that drove his shelf life and said their concept is ghastly outdated, and the TV soap opera-esque performance yazy is worthy. The critic gave the film a score of 1.5 out of 5. [7] Link to Bezubaan Ishq Cast &amp; Crew. Bollywood Hungama. D'Souza, Martin. BEZUBAAN
YSHK is an honest film with decent performances. Glamsham. Archived from the original on 4 July 2015. Retrieved July 3, 2015. ITunes in 2008. In 2015- 2015. Saavn. У 2008 році 2008 року 2008 року 2008 року 2008 року 2008 року Ndtv. У 2008 році 100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Редиф. The Times of India in 2008. External Links by
Bezubaan Ishk on IMDb Excerpt from Rating: 4.1 Directed by Jashwant Gangani production by Jashwant Gangani C.J.Gadara Dinesh Lehia Written by Jaswant Gangani Screenplay by Jashwant Gangani Sanjay V. Shah starring Mugda Godse Sneha Ullah Nishant Malkani Music Rupesha Verma Babli Hake Cinematographer S.Kuumar Bhagat Under edited by Paresh Yu.
Manjrekar Production Company Gangani Motion Pictures Release Date July 3, 2015 Duration 130 minutes Country India Language Hindi Bezubaan Spotless Loves) is a 2015 Hindi romantic film directed by Jaswant Gangani and produced by C.J. Gadara and Dinesh Lihiah. The film stars Mugda Gods, Sneha Ullah and Nishant as presenters. Music directors Babli Hake and
Rupesh Verma, will compose music for the film. The film was released on July 3, 2015. The film was shot in various parts of India, such as Jaipur, Jaisalmer and Mumbai. The film takes place in a modern millier with a traditional Indian background and values. It revolves around three friends and their respective families. Mansouf Patel is an NRI business tycoon medding with his
British wife Lisa and daughter Rumsum in London, UK. Patels live in the United Kingdom, but have not forgotten about their Indian tradition and values. Mansuch's younger brother, Rashmikant lives in Mumbai with his daughter Suhani. Having lost his wife Reha early in life, Rasmikant is a protective father and indulges Suhani with all her demands, and so does his mother Safyth.
A childhood friend of Rasmikant's, Vilulus is also his business partner. He lives with his wife, Laxmi, and son, Swagat. Suhani and Swahat were childhood sweethearts. Suhani is bindaas, open girl. Swagat is more depressed in nature. Svagat plays an important role in Suhani's life. Swagat bowls simplicity, pure innocence, beauty and its nature. While Suhani is madly in love with
Svagat. Will Swahat marry Suhani and live happily ever after, or will he find true love in Rumsum? Bezubaan Ishk Jashwan Gangani unravels a beautiful story of spotless love and sacrifice by pure characters from real life. The film was shot in different parts of India as Jaipur, Jaisalmer Mumbai. The film takes place in a modern millier with a traditional Indian background and
values. It revolves around three friends and their families. Mansouf Patel is an NRI business tycoon medding with his British wife Lisa and daughter Rumsum in London, UK. Patels live in the United Kingdom, but have not forgotten about their Indian tradition and values. Mansuch's younger brother, Rashmikant lives in Mumbai with his daughter Suhani. Having lost his wife Reha
early in life, Rasmikant is a protective father and indulges Suhani with all her demands, and so does his mother Safyth. A childhood friend of Rasmikant's, Vilulus is also his business partner. He lives with his wife, Laxmi, and son, Swagat. Suhani and Swahat were childhood sweethearts. Suhani is an open girl, and Svagat is more depressed by nature. It also plays an important role
in Suhani's life. Swagat bowls simplicity, pure innocence, beauty and its nature. While Suhani is madly in love with Svagat. Will Swahat marry Suhani and live happily ever after, or will he find true love in Rumsum? Bezubaan Ishk Jashwan Gangani unravels a beautiful story of spotless love and sacrifice by pure characters from real life. Life.
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